Mountainsmith Trekking Poles

General Description
These durable trekking poles provide stability and balance on rock, trail, and scree, enabling more comfortable hikes. These poles have telescoping sections, allowing them to adjust to the terrain, and they’re lightweight, making them convenient and easy to carry.

Features
- Three telescoping sections
- Spring loaded anti-shock system
- Twist lockout double cam adjustment
- Molded cork handle with adjustable wrist strap
- Hiking basket compatible
- Removable rubber tips for grip on different kinds of terrain

Specifications
- Collapsed length: 26.5”
- Extended length: 54”
• Weight: 1lb 3oz
• Hold Capacity: Up to 160lbs of loaded weight

Instructions for Use/Setting Up
For details on how to adjust and use these trekking poles, please see this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i1Jky9dVy4.

Reviews*
“These are good lightweight poles. The rubber tips are great when you need a little extra grip on some
surfaces.”
“I really like these poles. They are incredibly easy to adjust and store at a much smaller size. The cork
grip is super comfortable and I like the cap covers that go over the spikes.”
“Light, for optimal assistance, and the cushioning keeps your hands comfortable even after steep miles.
I've taken these up some of the steepest trails in Utah and they haven't let me down.”

*See https://www.backcountry.com/mountainsmith-carbonlite-pro-trekking-pole for complete reviews

To Rent:
To rent this piece of equipment, please go to this webpage: https://www.unlv.edu/campusrec/outdoor-
adventures. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and fill out the reservation form. Fill the form out after it
is downloaded, or it will not save your information. Email the completed reservation form to
srwc.oa@unlv.edu.
Make sure to review the rental policies before signing the form. If you have questions about the rental
policies or the equipment itself, please email us at srwc.oa@unlv.edu or call us at 702-774-7130.